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* Since all supporting documents for this metric exceeds the 

upload limit of 5Mb, we are providing samples. If required, we 

will provide all/any supporting documents. 
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Maharishi Markandeshwar University. MuUana (Ambalal 

NAME OF COLLEGE/ INSTITUTE/DEPARTMENT ...... , ............. • ........... · .. • .. · .. · .. •" ..... .. 

Proforntll for GrJevnnces Redressal 

1.Grlevances raised by: 
Roll. No. : ..... ~.A.1 ... .... 1-.tfHg,~ ... 
Name 

Signature 

Date 

NJ. 
. ······································· .. ·····••11••······· 
I •·•••·•••111••••••••• .. •t11ttl•·•••·•••••• .. ··•· .. ••••·••tt 
. ,S •Ol•.)416 , JI J '3~~'9) ............................................................ 

2.Detall of grievances: ..... ... w ... ~~~.$~~--~ ·:!Y\~~-l.~~~~ .. 
.......... Qlk,.~ .. ~<.. .. .. w.1.:m ... .. ... .. ~ .: .... ~.).~.::r.~ +o 
........ ... ~'.&. .. .C~-~~ .. : ............................................................................................ . 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 

...................... b.:~.~ ········· 
Signature of Director/Principal/HOD 
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Maharishi Markandeshwar Universit y, Mullana (Ambala} 

NAME OF COLLEGE/ INSTITUTE/DEPARTMENT-- .. .. -* -':'~~------··· 

Proforma for Grievances Redressal 

l.Grievances raised by: 

Roll. No. : ... ...... ~e.~.~ .... Q.B. ............ . 
Name : ... ................ AJ.:t ..................... ........... . 
Signature 

Date ....... JS· .t:A .. ')..o I..(" .. ............... .......... . 

2.Detail of grievances: 

... ::DY.e. . .:IP ... .... hl~t~ .. .... ~ .b.Y~ .. ~e. .. Jl? .. ~ .eAt .... .... tn 

...... ~ .~J.Ui ... ~ .~ .: .. T.~···~ ·.M:>:.~ .~ .. \.\JJ.~ ... ~~··_L;t.t:4 . 

······························································· ······························ ··············· ········· ························ ··························· ········· 
............ ............ ................................................... ................................................ .. ..................................................... 

3. Action taken: 

.... I~ ... .. M-'-M. .. ... w.1.ht .... urn.<£:m.cJ .. ..t~~ .. .... 

...... .... .. ... l"M.. . ..t~~···Yu.d..~ .... ... : .......... . 

··· ··· ·· ······ ·· ······6.:~ .......... . 

Signature of Director/Principal/HOD 
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Maharishi Markandeshwar University. Mullana (Ambala) 

. . . r •r,,b.dtt En,{1tut1 II{ l' on4,u_te.Sc.· l. -
NAME OF COLLEGE/ INSTITUTE/DEPARTMENT •••.. v.-i ••• r.-·.~······a········O·'·::.~ .. r .......... . 

Proforma for Grievances Redressal 

l.Grievances raised by: 
Roll. No. · .. A $4wl~ .Gc... ~ e.ds.,. \ ll~S'l.'.>-' 

Name : ...... Att, ... Att. ... R,u. .. (!~~~-· 
Signature : ...... ~.6:9.l.:8'.lh .. >-··Q~.~g?.-:.~ .~~ ... ()?>•o)... ).4:1 t 6 

Date : ..... tli:9.).d:~l~ ... l :.l .:~l.~.1. .. i..~t6 

2.Detail of grievances: 

..... .. s.~ .. ~t,;.':'l .. ..m ..... b,.~~.?t?l~ .... 6.~ .. !!'f.~ .. n.4.:.~ .~ ........ . 

..... 1:f.l~~--~h..~~uz. ... lrrr~ ................................................................................... .. 

........................................................................................................................................... 
···•···•· .. ······················································································ '················································································ 

3. Action taken: 

... :Jh~.ro~.~ .. um.ro.\-l.™:~~ .. ..... ~t~t--.~ ~ . --w>~ ~ · ~·~1:: .................. . 

............ .. ... .............. .. ~ .?. .. ½.~~ ... !:: .. 4-, ,..,.. L.,s.1,• l I . tr· o··· .......... ~ ············- ···· .. ·u···--"-··r ······~ ········· 

. ·········································································································· 
. ······································································································ 

·······················Q:~~-----
Signature of Director/Principal/HOD 

, ~tJ 
i)1~- 0~•,; 1 .1;;'i:rErg9-
'\1. it , .. n, , .1 .' ,ig C•.!lag~ 

• V 
,,,,,J '.l,":"" / t, :;' \"\t ,i. \ ·t~'il:3 Har' 
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Maharishi Markandeshwar University, Mullana (Ambala) 

NAME OF COLLEGE/ INSTITUTE/DEPARTMENT ..... ro.ro.~/.C..~F.; ........................ . 

Proforma for Grievances Redressal 

1.Grievances raised by: 

Roll. No. · ..... ..f J.l. 3 'l-S''l .J.. ............................. . 
Name : .. :V.iSthJ ... &r~ ...................... . 
Signature 

Date 
. ··························································· 
· lt · l · ).-01-6 . ·····································•·.•·················· 

··················································································································································•··••··························· 
·································································································································•·••··••·••······································· 

················································································.•······························································································ 

··············· .. .6.:~.~ -·· ········· 

Signature of Director/Principal/HOD 

' . :··, r,ionter Eng~. ui:: r.,~,. Of ,_.v '. g College 
u M El'g••leerm 
;• 1 • • '· .. l )-133203 Har·· Mullana {Amba a 
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Mobocl•bl Mnrkpndo•bwac Uniyqralty. MMIIPDO (Ambala) 

NAMlt OF COLLEGJt/ INS1'JTU'l'E/UEPARTMENT .... ,fr.H~'!~f ........................... .. 

Prorormn [or Qricv,rnQptJ f3cdrCftanl 
1.Grlevances raised by: 

Roll. No. : ..l.l.l.l.~t'.l.,.~~.~ .. , .~ ~.l.; ,1,?,iA, lll oU'-i J ,_r 
Name : .. Am.~ .41 .. .. ~ ""~~n..,~, ~vc.., 
Signature 

Date 

. 
I UtUlll t ............ llllUIIIIUIUIIIIIIUIIII .......... , 

. J..1 ,14 , •. ,. ,,. , •• . ,,,,_ '"'·t"' ·''S' 
• 11 ::\u\1111 .A u Nu 1t1111t ft u':1 11 , .\ :Tu )' ,~ 11 '1 111 

2.Detall of grievances: 

...... .................. ......... ......... ,, ............................................................. ,., ..................................................... , .............. . 

......................................................... ............................................. ., ................ ............ .................................. , ......... . 

......... ............... ............................................................................................................. ........................................... 

................... 6 .. ~.~ ·············· 
Signature of Director/Principal/HOD 

' ) · I lr' , r r 1te1 Cng9. 
•1~.1111. 1: •!ii ~,•(:riqJ <,ollog,J 
•·i1l •[l rin:J (Am h l;i)-1:1'>203 H~r·· 
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NAME OF COLLEGE/ INSTITUTE/DEPARTMENT ..•.. f!1!?)g~J.~~ ........................... .. 

Proforma for Grievances Redressal 
l.Grievances raised by: 

Roll. No. : .. ..I..IJ.~.?.:l~.~.t..~!.~?..1..~ .).~.1 .. ~!~~1 ,MJ .1 ,101., '.l.5)-o 

Name : .... .. r~.~ .".'..4.?..~ .':'?..-t..~h-uJu~ 
1 

mi-1t, , .Slolb~ J &isW 
Signature 

Date 
. ············•····•············•·•······················•··· 

2.Detail of grievances: 
t 

...... . .:t-o~. ... ~ . , ......................................................................... .. 
··········•················· .............. ......................................................... ............................................................................. . 
································• ............................................................................................................................................... . 
····················• ........................................................................................................................................................... . 

3. Action taken: 

... A~dlswssi- . ..,;,I,,. Q"""-'t-1 ""-.. -1,.,,. H ... . ························· ················· 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 
••••••u ........................ ......... . .......................................... ................................... • ••• ••• •• .. • ••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••• .. •••• 

L.4~ ······.················u ...... """:"~ .............. . 

Signature of Director/Principal/HOO 

De""' ., ,, .•. ot t,omout,,,, r: M M . , <;;r c;:1199-
. · · ! ngu~ccr:ng Col! 

~,,1 ,n1m;1 fAm b.a/a)-133203 H:;! 
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ONE POINT SOLUTION

Department :

Date Range : 2018-08-09 - 2020-07-31

Req.
Id Subject Query Response Request By

#36
Inquiry about the
scholarship Incharge of our
University

Dear Sir/Ma'am I am student from Uttar Pardesh. UP government open the
scholarship and i am eligible for that but our Institute is not shown on the portal
so have to apply offline for this. kindly provide me solution how am i apply for
this, To whom i contact regarding the same. Thanks 

2018-08-09 09:35:54

1. Dear Student, We have received your query. We shall come back to you within two
working days! 
2018-08-13 07:32:13 

2. Dear Student, As per latest instructions circulated by the UP Govt. , only
Govt./Govt. Aided Institutions have been included in the Notification from the
session 2017-18 & 2018-19. The Application Form of UP Govt. for Registration of
Out of State institutions are only for Govt./Govt. Aided. 
2018-08-14 09:53:43 

3. In view of this, students of UP State may not be able to apply for Scholarship from
our MM Deemed to be University being the Private, Self-finance Deemed to be
University. Your query is hereby answered and closed. 
2018-08-14 09:53:54 

11165107 -
AKSHAY

#38 Cleanliness and Hygiene

The cleanliness and Hygiene is what you should seriously look into because lack
of cleanliness adversely affect our health. Image attached
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Fo1sxPkoxdRBa10gtUtgvQOK6d5LCDnF/view?
usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r_w2aXPdDlugxFda7ZVPrcYDSI9l0-ad/view?
usp=drivesdk 

2018-08-14 05:43:03

1. Dear Student, We have noted your concern and forwarded it to supervisor
housekeeping to ensure cleanliness and hygiene. Also, a copy has been marked to
HoD. 
2018-08-20 04:22:34 

11152572 -
ANURAG

#39 Hostel WIFI not working.
The hostel WIFI is not working properly from last 15-20 days. 

2018-08-14 06:00:04

1. Dear Aayush, we have received your query and we shall address it within 2
working days. Kindly have patience till then. 
2018-08-14 08:48:44 

11152516 -
AAYUSH
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Req.
Id Subject Query Response Request By

#45 Attendance Portal Not
Working

Not able to log in to SMS Portal. Faced by multiple users. Getting error No
Response from Server. Happens after entering userid and password and
submitting the form. 

2018-08-14 05:43:03

1. Dear Student, we have reset the user name and password of your SMS Portal now
as mentioned below. Reset the password when login the first time. user name
11152572 Password 11152572 
2018-08-27 06:28:56 

11152572 -
ANURAG

#47 Wifi
Nhi chalta Hai. 

2018-08-23 06:16:19

1. Dear Aman, we understand your concern about the same. Some routers were faulty
and we have placed requisitions for new routers to replace the faulty one.
Hopefully, the matter shall be resolved as earliest as possible. 
2018-08-27 05:11:09 

11152557 - AMAN

#48 Hostel wifi is not working

I'm living in room number 111, here wifi isn't working for more than a month. We
are student of final year so wifi is necessary to complete projects and for
placements. I already complain hotel authorities but no action is taken. Hope this
will work. Thank you 

2018-08-23 09:14:59

11152571 -
SACHIN

#49 wifi problem

I'm living in room number 111, here wifi isn't working for more than a month. We
are student of final year so wifi is necessary to complete projects and for
placements. I already complain hostel authorities but no action is taken. Hope this
will work. Thank you 

2018-08-23 09:14:59

1. Dear Sachin, we understand your concern about the same. Some routers were faulty
and we have placed requisitions for new routers to replace the faulty one.
Hopefully, the matter shall be resolved as earliest as possible. 
2018-08-27 05:09:45 

11152571 -
SACHIN

#53 Allocation of computer
system

Kindly provide me access of computer facility during free timings (3:30 - 4:30)
for doing my project work. 

2018-08-27 06:00:13

1. Test Query. Closed. 
2018-08-27 06:34:50 

2. Dear Student, your complaint has been forwarded to your Hod. We shall come back
to you soon on this as we get the input from your HoD. 
2018-08-27 06:35:35 

3. Dear Akshit, Lab No. 174 is allocated for doing project work during 3:30-4:30 PM.
Lab Technician is instructed to allow the student for the mentioned timing. For any
query, feel free to contact. 
2018-08-27 09:42:58 

11172504 -
AKSHIT
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Req.
Id Subject Query Response Request By

#53 Allocation of computer
system

Kindly provide me access of computer facility during free timings (3:30 - 4:30)
for doing my project work. 

2018-10-30 05:54:22

1. Test Query. Closed. 
2018-08-27 06:34:50 

2. Dear Student, your complaint has been forwarded to your Hod. We shall come back
to you soon on this as we get the input from your HoD. 
2018-08-27 06:35:35 

3. Dear Akshit, Lab No. 174 is allocated for doing project work during 3:30-4:30 PM.
Lab Technician is instructed to allow the student for the mentioned timing. For any
query, feel free to contact. 
2018-08-27 09:42:58 

11172504 -
AKSHIT

#54 Computer lab problem

As there is no facility for fans and air conditioning in the lab no 363, so we are
not at ease to do our experiment in that environment. I hope you will listen to our
complaint and kindly change our lab to a suitable environment where facilities are
been provided. 

2018-08-27 08:24:30

1. Dear Student, We have received your query. We shall come back to you on this
within 2 working days. 
2018-08-28 04:22:34 

2. The matter has been resolved. 
2019-01-10 07:00:08 

11162689 -
HIMANSHU

#63 WIFI LINK SPEED IS TO
SLOW

The link speed is to slow and the range of router are very poor even I have the the
router in front of my room. My room no is 107 

2018-09-01 16:42:11

1. The problem has been resolved. 
2018-10-12 03:57:16 

11152621 -
ABHIJEET
PANDEY

#64 Cleaning staff

There is no regular cleaning of rooms the room are being left out of week without
cleaning and there is problem of ants... Room no 107 

2018-09-01 16:42:11

1. Dear Student, warden has been instructed to ensure the problem is resolved at the
earliest. 
2018-10-12 03:56:47 

11152621 -
ABHIJEET
PANDEY

#65
Shortage of attendance
even after attending
periods.

Sir, My attendence in DS lab happens to drop to 33%, which is strange since it
happens to be on same day as OOPS lab, ie, Tuesday of every week. I had taken a
few leaves on Tuesday, as a result, my attendance of OOPS lab is 60%, which is
understandable, but that should also be the case with DS Lab. My attendance
record in other subjects are above 80% as I tend to take my classes seriously.
Please look into the matter, so that I am not detained in finals for a fault that is not
mine. 

2018-08-27 06:00:13

1. The matter has been resolved. 
2019-01-10 07:01:18 

11172504 -
AKSHIT
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Req.
Id Subject Query Response Request By

#65
Shortage of attendance
even after attending
periods.

Sir, My attendence in DS lab happens to drop to 33%, which is strange since it
happens to be on same day as OOPS lab, ie, Tuesday of every week. I had taken a
few leaves on Tuesday, as a result, my attendance of OOPS lab is 60%, which is
understandable, but that should also be the case with DS Lab. My attendance
record in other subjects are above 80% as I tend to take my classes seriously.
Please look into the matter, so that I am not detained in finals for a fault that is not
mine. 

2018-10-30 05:54:22

1. The matter has been resolved. 
2019-01-10 07:01:18 

11172504 -
AKSHIT

#66 Complaint regarding
misbevior in bus

I want to state that there are some studentz in kurukshetra bus who bully and
misbehave with me yeasterday. One MPT girl reserve seats of some engineering
boys by placing notebook to seats and when i sit there she started abusing and
snatching my bag away and those boys also tried to click pics in order to
misbehve..as it is medical bus kindly donot allow engineering student at 3:30 and
if seats are vaacnt then kindly assure that we can sit on them because there is
shortage of seats. Thanku 

2018-09-08 08:06:35

1. The matter has been resolved. 
2019-01-10 07:01:41 

2018018 -
NANDITA

#67 Unnecessary delay in re-
evaluation result

I am the student of B.A.LLB 3rd year. I have applied for re-evaluation of the 4th
semester exam of CrPC approximately 2 and half month ago. The Official in
Admin.Block told me that the result will be come in 2 months. But till now, I
didn't get any result. 

2018-08-10 08:46:20

1. Dear Student, the result has been announced on 3rd October 2018. Find the
notification on the link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EdwsrQWHdDXUUQrDqfefrhioShWP2xLS/view?
usp=sharing 
2018-10-12 05:10:52 

2516082 - SONU

#69 Issue Medal and certificate
of universum 2018

I won 2 prize in on the spot painting competition. I request you to please issue my
medal and certificate. 

2018-10-15 05:49:26

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-16 05:40:34 

2518009 -
ANKITA

#70 Issue of certificate
Issue my certificate of on the spot painting 

2018-10-15 05:55:20

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-16 05:45:32 

2. Certificate no 8937 Ref No OPS/70 Plzz collect your Participation certificate ASAP
2018-11-02 11:07:11 

2518033 -
PARMINDER
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Req.
Id Subject Query Response Request By

#71 Issue Medal and certificate
of universum 2018

I won 2 prize in on the spot painting . I request you to issue my medal and
certificate . 

2018-10-15 05:49:26

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-16 05:44:59 

2. Medal and certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:39:45 

2518009 -
ANKITA

#72 To get participation
certificate for universumm

It's almost 15 days gone after universum but till now i have not recieved my
participation certificate for criative writing (english) and spellathon. 

2018-10-15 08:28:50

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-16 05:44:29 

2. Certificate collected on 22 oct. 
2018-10-22 10:17:18 

1816115 -
KOMAL

#73 Pending Certificates

Name - Anshuman Bag Event Name - Group Singing Position - Third Unique ID
- UNI20180151 

2018-10-15 09:20:29

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-16 05:44:01 

2. Certificate no 11883 Ref no OPS/73 Certificate of Commendation Plzz collect
ASAP 
2018-11-02 11:04:42 

1717007 -
ANSHUMAN

#74 Certification for
Universumm

Sir, I shubham soni, am a universumm participant and I wish to get my
certificates issued for the same 

2018-10-15 11:29:06

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-16 05:43:32 

2. certificate given 
2018-10-27 05:43:01 

11175115 -
SHUBHAM

#75 Group Singing

I was participated in Group singing ..and solo singing.. We got 3rd prize in group
...I have not collected the merit certificate of group singing...and participation
certificate of solo singing... 

2018-10-15 13:48:03

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-16 05:42:52 

2. Certificate no 8539 Ref No OPS/75 Plzz collect your participation certificate ASAP
2018-11-02 11:09:20 

1916090 - SURAJ
SINGH
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#76 For taking certificate

Sir, i have not got my certificates of universumm yet , i wanna them so kindly
issue those 

2018-10-16 10:28:08

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-17 04:40:52 

1616059 -
NAVEEN
KUMAR

#77 Need Migration certificate

I am a student of B-Tech 2013-17 batch. I am in need of migration
certificate.How should I because I cannot come to the campus as I taken
admission in Other college. 

2018-10-17 03:39:20

1. Matter resolved. 
2019-01-10 06:59:23 

11135265 - RUBU
GOGOI

#78 Pending Certificate

Event Name- Fashion Prade Team Name- Fashion Street101 Sahil Kalra -
UNI201802220 Department-Physiotherapy 

2018-10-17 08:26:41

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-18 03:59:17 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 11:10:44 

1816096 - SAHIL

#79 Pending Certificates

Event Name- Fashion Prade Team Name - Fashion Street 101 Ankit Tomar -
UNI201801693 Department - Physiotherapy Course - BPT 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-18 03:58:59 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:29:25 

1816008 - ANKIT

#80 To get certificate of
universumm

I didn't got my certificate of criative writing (english) till now . 

2018-10-19 09:16:40

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-20 03:16:54 

2. You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 2 NOV 2018
between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No. 186, Old
Engineering Block. 
2018-11-02 10:48:59 

3. Certificate No 8939 Ref No OPS/80 Certificate of participation plzz collect ASAP 
2018-11-02 11:13:23 

1816129 -
RAKHEE
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#81 how to deposit fees online

Hello Sir /Mam I want to know how to deposit fees online. please contact as soon
as possible. Thanks 

2018-10-22 05:08:03

1. MMDU has made the arrangement for online fee collection through HDFC
payment gateway using the link below :-
https://www.eduqfix.com/OnlineForms/mmutadmissionform/add 
2018-11-02 10:45:21 

1118317 -
AANCHAL

#82 Chess
Certificate 

2018-10-22 06:07:38

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-22 10:26:42 

2. Certificate has allotted to the student. 
2018-10-23 06:25:53 

1414830 -
AAYUSHI

#83 chess
as i have participated in chess i request you to provide me participation certificate 

2018-10-22 06:08:38

1. Certificate has allotted to the student. 
2018-10-23 06:22:56 1414814 - NIDHI

#84 Chess
As I have participated in chess.. so pls give me certificate. 

2018-10-22 06:09:42

1. Certificate has allotted to the student. 
2018-10-23 06:22:07 

14179009 -
SHRUTI

#85 Gregory house md
Certificate 

2018-10-22 06:07:38

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-22 10:26:21 

2. Certificate has allotted to the student. 
2018-10-23 06:21:32 

1414830 -
AAYUSHI

#86 Gregory
participation certificate 

2018-10-22 06:08:38

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-22 10:25:59 

2. Certificate has allotted to the student. 
2018-10-23 06:21:01 

1414814 - NIDHI
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#87 Certificate
Certificate of Gregory house MD 

2018-10-22 06:09:42

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-22 10:25:39 

2. Certificate has allotted to the student. 
2018-10-23 06:20:25 

14179009 -
SHRUTI

#88 brain storm
participation certificate 

2018-10-22 06:08:38

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-22 10:24:42 

2. Certificate has allotted to the student. 
2018-10-23 06:19:51 

1414814 - NIDHI

#89 Brain storm
Certificate 

2018-10-22 06:07:38

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-22 10:24:21 

2. Certificate has allotted to the student. 
2018-10-23 06:19:12 

1414830 -
AAYUSHI

#90 Certificate
Certificate of brain strom 

2018-10-22 06:09:42

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
22nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-22 10:24:08 

2. Certificate given 
2018-10-23 06:15:41 

14179009 -
SHRUTI

#91 Certificate
Fashion parade , folk dance solo 

2018-10-22 11:09:41

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
23nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-23 06:24:18 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:49:51 

1816088 -
SOUMYA
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#92 Unnecessary delay in
revaluation result

Sir, Im the student of Ballb Vth sem. I applied for the revaluation of my IV th
sem. Exam approx three months before but couldn't get it till now. The result list
will be displayed in our department but in that list my result was not mentioned i
asked to the official in our department and they said that this is the list we receive.
So its the humble request please help me out in this regard. Thank you Hardik
Mittal Roll no. 2516027 Ballb vth sem. 

2018-10-23 05:35:42

1. The matter has been resolved. 
2019-01-10 07:00:42 

2516027 -
HARDIK MITTAL

#93 Participation certificate not
recieved

I have not received my participation certificate for model hunt in universum 2018 

2018-10-23 08:22:59

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 06:43:27 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:30:14 

1714033 -
NAVJOT GUJRAL

#94 Pending certificate

I am Navjot Gujral I have participated in model hunt aNd have not received my
participation certificate Uni: UNI20180857 

2018-10-23 08:22:59

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 06:41:28 

2. certificate no- 8970 UNI no - 20180857 REF no- OPS/94 plzz collect your
certificate ASAP 
2018-11-02 11:01:56 

1714033 -
NAVJOT GUJRAL

#95 Participants certificates

Kindly give me my certificates of participating in following competition Debate,
Grand Quiz, Turn Coat, Elocution 

2018-10-23 10:05:04

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 06:42:21 

2. Certificate Collected By Student On 14 Nov 2018 
2018-11-14 09:29:36 

1416010 - ANKIT

#96 Participants certificates

Kindly give me my certificates of participating in following competition Debate,
Grand Quiz, Turn Coat, Elocution 

2018-10-23 10:05:04

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
2nd NOV. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block 
2018-11-02 10:37:32 

1416010 - ANKIT
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#97 regarding prize collection
of ammunation

sir/madam, i deeksha khurana roll no. 1713059 b.d.s. intern performed skit in
ammunation and my team was 2nd runner up (team name : mastane) due to some
reason i was not able to collect my prize and certificate so plz let me know from
where i have to collect the them. as my internship is about to end i will be
thankful if could help me. 

2018-10-25 10:43:04

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 13
Nov. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block 
2018-11-12 04:29:51 

1713059 -
DEEKSHA
KHURANA

#98 Pending certificate
Kinley wangmo Participation in fashion parade UNI NUMBER-201801898 

2018-10-25 14:56:07

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 06:42:54 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:31:37 

1817082 -
KINLEY

#99 Fashion parade certificate
Requesting for fashion parade certificates 

2018-10-25 15:10:32

1. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:31:11 

1818022 -
GARIMA

#100 Pending Certificate

Nancy Lalnunpuii Name of event:Fashion Parade Prize:Participation Uni
id:UNI201801903 Dept of physiotherapy 

2018-10-26 05:28:47

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 06:45:50 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:30:44 

1817046 -
NANCY

#101 Certificate for north east
fiesta 2018

With due request I upasana medhi participated in NE fiesta 2018 from assam team
in dance and singing so i would like to claim my certificate. 

2018-10-26 06:05:45

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:48:57 

1713045 -
UPASHANA

#102 Certificate for north east
fiesta 2018

With due respext I dipsikha barman participated in NE fiesta 2018 and would like
to claim my ceritficate for the same. 

2018-10-26 06:11:16

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:48:29 

1713020 -
DIPSIKHA
BARMAN
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#103 Pending Certificates

Event Name -Fashion Prade Team Name - Fashion Street 101 UNI ID -
UNI201801259 Department-Physiotherapy 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:47:53 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:23:02 

1816008 - ANKIT

#104 pending certificates
Hardeep singh Roll no. 1818023 uni no. uni201801912 

2018-10-25 12:58:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:47:33 

1818023 -
HARDEEP

#105 Certificate
Request certificate 

2018-10-22 11:09:41

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:47:05 

2. Dear Student, you can collect your certificate from room no- 186 Old Engineering
ASAP.. 
2018-11-12 04:16:50 

1816088 -
SOUMYA

#106 Request certificate

i didn't recieve my certificate as i participated in fashion parade so i request you
to kindly take appropriate action regarding this issue 

2018-10-26 16:30:27

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:46:39 

1815054 - RAJAN

#107 Certificate request
Participation certificate request for fashion parade 

2018-10-26 16:55:01

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:50:21 

2. Certificate Collected by Student. 
2018-11-12 04:32:22 

1818028 -
KRITIKA
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#108 Pending certificate
Kritika thakur , fashion parade participation certificate 

2018-10-26 16:55:01

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:45:47 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:24:04 

1818028 -
KRITIKA

#109 Pending Certificates

Event Name Fashion Prade Team Name Fashion Street 101 Name Mishika
Chopra Uni Id UNI201801901 Department Physiotherapy 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 29
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:45:05 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:24:34 

1816008 - ANKIT

#110 Request certificate
Gulshan Request for participation certificate of fashion parade 

2018-10-27 04:54:28

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-27 05:44:26 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:25:23 

1818075 -
GULSHAN

#111 Pending Certificates

Event Name- Fashion Prade Team Name-Fashion Street 101 Name-Gayatri
Sharma Uni id-UNI201801930 Department-Physiotherapy 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:11:06 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:25:55 

1816008 - ANKIT

#112 pending certificates
uni id - UNI201803166 kunal fashion parade team- fashion street 101 

2018-10-27 18:15:02

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:10:49 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:26:29 

1815016 - KUNAL
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#113 Pending Certificates

Event Name-Fashion Prade Team Name-Fashion Street 101 Name-Yashika Garg
Uni Id-UNI201801919 Department-Physiotherapy 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:40:21 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:26:51 

1816008 - ANKIT

#114 Pending certificate
Urja grover, pending participation certification for fashion parade 

2018-10-29 05:28:12

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:10:18 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:27:14 

1818082 - URJA

#115 Pending certificates

Name: pooja malik Roll number: 1818038 Course: bpt 1st year Event: fashion
parade (universum) Prize: participation 

2018-10-29 05:29:15

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:09:56 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:27:39 

1818038 - POOJA

#116 Pending certificate
Himanshu bura, pending participation certificate for fashion parade 

2018-10-29 05:32:32

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:09:39 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:28:08 

1818078 -
HIMANSHU

#117 Pending Certificates

Event Name Fashion Prade Team Name Fashion Street 101 Name Anish
Sehrawat Uni Id UNI201802243 Department Physiotherpay 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:09:23 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:16:26 

1816008 - ANKIT
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#118 Pending certificates
Yashica Sharma Event- Fashion parade UNI2018053 

2018-10-29 05:55:58

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:26:00 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:19:51 

1818063 -
YASHICA

#119 Pending certificates
Yashika garg Event- Fashion parade UNI201801919 

2018-10-29 05:59:38

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on
29nd Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office
No. 186, Old Engineering Block. 
2018-10-29 06:08:58 

2. Certificate given by DSW 
2018-11-02 10:15:41 

1818064 -
YASHIKA

#120 pending certificates
Hardeep singh Roll no. 1818023 fashion prade uni no. uni201801912 

2018-10-25 12:58:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 30
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block 
2018-10-30 04:30:28 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:19:14 

1818023 -
HARDEEP

#121 pending certificates
Hardeep singh Roll no. 1818023 fashion prade uni no. uni201801912 

2018-10-25 12:58:05

1. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:18:59 

1818023 -
HARDEEP

#122 pending certificates
Hardeep singh Roll no. 1818023 fashion prade uni no. uni201801912 

2018-10-25 12:58:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 30
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block 
2018-10-30 04:31:00 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:18:40 

1818023 -
HARDEEP
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#123 Pending Certificates

Event Name Fashion Prade Team Name Fashion Street 101 Name Lalit Mishra
Uni id UNI201801962 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 30
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block 
2018-10-30 04:31:21 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:18:23 

1816008 - ANKIT

#124 Pending Certificates

Event Name Fashion Prade Team Name Fashion Street 101 Name Gulshan Uni id
UNI201801483 Department Physiotherapy 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:17:56 1816008 - ANKIT

#125 pending certificates
Hardeep singh Roll no.1818023 fashion prade uni201801912 

2018-10-25 12:58:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 30
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block 
2018-10-30 04:31:43 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:17:41 

1818023 -
HARDEEP

#126 Pending Certificates

Event Name Fashion Prade Team Name Fashion Street 101 Name Himanshu Uni
id UNI201801489 Department Physiotherapy 

2018-10-17 07:50:05

1. Dear Student, You can collect your certificate from Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay on 30
Oct. 2018 between 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM or 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM from Office No.
186, Old Engineering Block 
2018-10-30 04:32:04 

2. Certificate collected 
2018-11-02 10:17:23 

1816008 - ANKIT

#127 For certificate of universum
participation

For the certificate of universum participation 

2018-10-23 04:32:56

1. Certificate collected by Student 
2018-11-14 08:58:01 

2518216 -
JAHANVI

#128 Regarding practical work of
academic subjects

You also know well that the law is very vast feild. The theory is not sufficient to
gain knowledge.So, i want suggest that honurable management give to us
maximum oppertunity for do internship among the court because of our
profession is totally based on pratical knowledge. Thankyou 

2018-12-10 09:27:21

1. Matter has been forwarded to management for decision making, 
2019-03-28 11:18:12 2516071 - ROHIT
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#129 botany
date. of result declarations 

2018-12-20 02:19:32

1. Dear Student, we are in the process of publishing the result and it shall be declared
anytime soon. 
2019-01-10 06:54:50 

11177664 -
AKSHAY

#130 Regarding the room change

Actually my room mate is not ready to adjust with me which is causing so much
bad energy for me. 1. We had an altercation and he even called his brother to
fight. 2. He use to talk on phone for long late night so its a big problem for me.
There are lot of other small things I don't want to sweat over here which really
causes negative vibes. I'll be very thankful to you if you just allot me another
vacant room in the hostel premises. 

2019-01-11 09:15:26

1. The matter has been resolved. 
2019-03-28 11:16:57 

11152567 -
AKASH

#131 Regarding hostel food

Only on Saturday the mess person gives something with the evening milk but it is
noted on the mess menu that on Tuesday and Thursday some snacks are to be
given with evening milk so kindly refer to it and provide some snacks in evening .
And also the mess food is not up to the quality of food so kindly check food once
and mess person's behaviour is very bad with us if say something abt food .
Kindly refer the same . 

2019-01-24 06:59:56

1. Dear Mehul Sharma, we have received your query and we shall address it within 2
working days. Kindly have patience till then 
2019-02-02 06:06:44 

2. dear Mehul Sharma, we have inspected the mess. And instruction is given to the
mess person's to follow the mess menu. Thankyou 
2019-02-07 13:28:46 

11161104 -
MEHUL Sharma

#132 Delay in providing DMC of
5th Semester B.A.LLB

The result of 5th Sem. was declared on 12th Jan. 2019, but till now, the DMCs are
not issued yet. 

2018-08-10 08:46:20

1. DMC can be collected from the examination wing at Admin Block. 
2019-03-28 11:18:52 2516082 - SONU

#133 Attendance portal is
showing invalid password

Sir i an student of pharm d 4th year roll number 1415808 please check or reset my
attendance portal password. 

2019-04-05 15:45:08

1. Dear Student. Please contact ERP Cell of your department. 
2019-04-11 13:58:59 

1415808 -
DEEPAK

#134 Forget my login password

Dear Sir' with due respect I want to say u that I am a student of bachelor ott 3rd
year. I have forgot my attendance password . Pls help me 

2019-04-15 12:21:34

1. Dear Student, please contact ERP Cell of your respective Institute. They shall
resolve your matter. 
2019-04-16 06:17:32 

1616561 - ABDUL
BHAT
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#135 Tap water runs down after
8:00 AM Morning

I am a student at Hostel 11, Room 152. I've complaint earlier about this concern
regarding water shortage into the hostel to the warden sir also written the same
complaint into the complaint register on 7th March 2019. Still not any strict
action is taken over this concern. I'm writing this to request you to kindly solve
this issue as earliest as possible. Hoping early response by your side. 

2019-04-16 04:25:29

1. Dear Student, We have received your query and we are on it. We shall update you
with the development soon. 
2019-04-16 06:19:49 

2. Dear Student your complaint regarding tab water runs down has been resolved
Thank you 
2019-04-30 04:47:49 

11152573 - HARI
YADAV

#136 Intern form

Sir, i want to get intern form from college for offline interns like
railways,ongc,dmrc,dtc etc Kindly give me the form its mandatory for me for
summer intern 

2019-04-20 06:57:32

1. Dear Student. please contact the training and placement office. From there you can
collect your permission. Thank you 
2019-04-22 05:59:55 

11175141 -
CHAMAN
KUMAR

#137 delay in result of re-
evaluation of 5th semester

I had applied for re-evaluation of Law of Evidence LAW-504 approximately 2
months ago. But, till now my result is not declared. Please declare my result as
soon as possible. 

2019-04-22 04:30:53

1. Dear Student. please contact the result branch in the admin block 1 floor regarding
this query. Thank you 
2019-04-22 06:03:56 

2516031 - HARSH
SHARMA

#138 Jug must be replaced

The jugs used in the ness are not properly washed and they are broken from the
handle part. Because of which all the students and even peons there dip there
nasty fingers in the jug which is really not acceptable from the side of hygiene. Its
my request to please follow up my request as soon as possible. Thank you ? 

2019-04-23 08:37:59

1. Dear Student, We have received your query and we are on it. We shall update you
with the development soon. 
2019-04-23 08:50:09 

2. Dear Student the action is taken. and already told to mess in- charge. We assure you
for the improvement soon. Thank you 
2019-05-13 04:02:31 

11164512 -
SAKSHAM

#139 Certificate
I have not received my certificate for organizing. 

2019-04-25 15:39:49

1. Dear Student, You Can Collect Your Certificate From old Engineering Block room
no 186. After 2:00 O clock. In the Afternoon 
2019-04-29 08:16:16 

2. Dear Student, You Can Collect Your Certificate From old Engineering Block room
no 186. After 2:00 O clock. In the Afternoon 
2019-04-29 08:16:17 

1616048 -
MUSKAN

#140 Certificate
I have not received my certificate. I was part of Srijan. 

2019-04-25 15:40:25

1. Dear Student, You Can Collect Your Certificate From old Engineering Block room
no 186. After 2:00 O clock. In the Afternoon 
2019-04-29 08:16:51 

1616069 - TANVI
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#141 Certificate
I have not received my certificate for organizing. 

2019-04-25 15:43:42

1. Dear Student, You Can Collect Your Certificate From old Engineering Block room
no 186. After 2:00 O clock. In the Afternoon 
2019-04-29 08:17:19 

1616066 -
GARIMA

#142 delay in result of re-
evaluation of 5th semester

The result of almost all the students is declared who fill the re-evaluation. But ,
my result is not declared. Moreover, they ( Result Branch) tell nothing about my
result. 

2019-04-22 04:30:53

1. Dear Student, You can contact the result branch. at admin block 1 floor 
2019-04-29 08:18:50 

2516031 - HARSH
SHARMA

#143 Food Quality

The quality of evening meal is awful. The menu and schedule should be changed.
Also the pulses they provide don't taste good and much thicker than needed.
Green Vegetables should be introduced(not so called "palak" which they don't
know how to prepare) and made properly. Black eyed beans(cow pea) and some
other vegetables should be there. I hope this would be looked upon. 

2019-04-29 12:45:16

1. Dear Student, We have received your query and we are on it. We shall update you
with the development soon. 
2019-04-30 04:44:46 

2. Dear Student the action is taken. and already told to mess in- charge. We assure you
for the improvement soon. Thank you 
2019-04-30 09:43:41 

11165136 - DIPAK

#144 Regarding test of food and
hygienic

Dear sir, In hostel no.12 mess plate are not clean properly the food stuck inthe
corner of plate Vegetable teste almost same. And also humbly requesting to you
pls change q menu of Saturday morning break fast... 

2019-05-02 16:38:52

1. Dear Student, we have received your query and we shall address it within 2
working days. Kindly have patience till then. 
2019-05-06 09:03:18 

2. Dear Student, we have conducted a hostel inspection and advised the mess
contractor as well as the mess munim and kitchen staff to ensure hygiene in the
mess. As far as the menu is concerned the menu cannot be changed at will, it can be
revised annual on getting a request from at least 33% of the hostel residents in
consultation with the University management . 
2019-05-13 08:29:12 

11161107 -
ADARSH

#145 Regarding teste of food,
change menu and hygienic

Dear sir, it regarding hygienic is not properlymaintained by mess and pls change a
menu of Saturday day morning breakfast... 

2019-02-27 16:03:30

1. Dear Student, we have received your query and we shall address it within 2
working days. Kindly have patience till then. 
2019-05-06 09:02:54 

2. Dear Student, we have conducted a hostel inspection and advised the mess
contractor as well as the mess munim and kitchen staff to ensure hygiene in the
mess. As far as the menu is concerned the menu cannot be changed at will, it can be
revised annual on getting a request from at least 33% of the hostel residents in
consultation with the University management . 
2019-05-13 08:28:23 

11161106 -
KAUSHAL
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#146 Wifi in hostel 5 is not
working good..

Wifi in hostel 5 is not working well. Wifi network is not accessible in the rooms..
We're facing difficulties to access wifi.. Pls correct it asap 

2018-11-04 04:42:50

1. Dear Student, we have received your query and we shall address it within 2
working days. Kindly have patience till then. 
2019-05-06 09:02:23 

2. Wifi has been reworked and the matter has been resolved. 
2019-07-16 09:56:40 

1617077 - AKASH
YADAV

#147 Cleanliness in hostel

Cleanliness in hostel 5 is not good. Lot of flies and mosquitoes are there.. Please
immediately look after it.. Garbage is seen in corridor every time.. Please
maintain cleanliness and hygiene.. 

2018-11-04 04:42:50

1. Dear student, we have received your query and we shall address it within 2 working
days. Kindly have patience till then. 
2019-05-06 09:01:52 

2. Dear Student, an inpection was conducted in the hostel by the University Hostel
Committee and the maintenance department has been strictly advised to maintain
cleanliness in all parts of the hostel. Hope improvement is seen in the hostel. In case
the problem still persists feel free to rewrite to us. 
2019-05-13 08:25:10 

1617077 - AKASH
YADAV

#148 Signals of wifi isn't reach
our room

Signals of wifi isn't reach our room.. We are not able to access the wifi in our
rooms.. Since 1 and half months.. Please see it and give us soln.. Room no 319
hostel 5 

2019-05-17 11:13:05

1. Dear Student, we have received your query and we shall address it within 2
working days. Kindly have patience till then. 
2019-05-20 04:02:04 

2. Wifi has been reworked and the matter has been resolved. 
2019-07-16 09:56:23 

1617083 - ARUN
GUPTA

#149 Poor maintenance of buses

There is poor maintenance of the buses. Various seats of the bus have no foam in
it and there are some metal pieces that make the person uncomfortable to sit on it.
Moreover, during rain the water leaked inside the bus which also cause
inconvienance. I request you to resolve this problem. 

2019-07-17 02:20:09

1. Dear Student, please visit the office of the Dean, Student Welfare in Old
Engineering Block. We shall need details of the bus you are mentioning above.
Kindly visit. 
2019-08-02 04:57:13 

2. We have discussed the matter with the Transport Officer and it has been reported to
us that your matter has been taken up and resolved. In case your problem persists,
please visit Dean, Student Welfare in Old Engineering Block. 
2019-08-02 05:14:48 

2516074 -
SADYANTA
RAWAL

#150 Making medical campus
smoking free

Please make the medical campus smoking people.. Patients and even residents
doctors are seen smoking near hospital and in the hospital.. This is very hilarious..
I advise you to ban the selling of bidi and cigarettes in the emergency market and
in around the campus.. Please see it on priority as it can benefit patients health..
Alternatively fine can be imposed if caught.. 

2018-11-04 04:42:50

1. We have brought the above information to the knowledge of higher authorities and
necessary measures have been taken in this regards. Hope you shall notice changes. 
2019-08-23 07:12:54 

1617077 - AKASH
YADAV
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#151 Non resolution of
complaints

I had filled a complaint regarding non-maintenance of buses. But, till now neither
the complaint has been resolved nor any action is taken I request you to take
necessary action. 

2019-07-17 02:20:09

1. Dear Student, please visit the office of the Dean, Student Welfare in Old
Engineering Block. We shall need details of the bus you are mentioning above.
Kindly visit. 
2019-08-02 05:07:25 

2. We have discussed the matter with the Transport Officer and it has been reported to
us that your matter has been taken up and resolved. In case your problem persists,
please visit Dean, Student Welfare in Old Engineering Block. 
2019-08-02 05:15:16 

2516074 -
SADYANTA
RAWAL

#153 Projector and blackboard
problem

Blackboard is not fitted on the wall in room no. 206 in Pharmacy block I.
Projector is also not working. 

2019-10-09 09:32:00

1. Dear Sir, As per received grievance of Mr. Vishal Jha regarding blackboard is not
fitted: Now it is fitted, day before yesterday. Regarding projector is not working:
Many times i spoke to Mr Chand ram/ Mr Ankush/ Mr Aggarwal (Purchase
manager) for purchase new projectors. Old projector is not repairable, 
2019-10-18 06:37:37 

2. Dear Sir, As per received grievance of Mr. Vishal Jha regarding blackboard is not
fitted: Now it is fitted, day before yesterday. Regarding projector is not working:
Many times i spoke to Mr Chand ram/ Mr Ankush/ Mr Aggarwal (Purchase
manager) for purchase new projectors. Old projector is not repairable, 
2019-11-04 06:49:55 

1416054 -
VISHAL JHA

#154 Quality regarding mess
foods

Hostel ka khana bilkul bhi accha nhi hai. Kripya isse change krke vdiya khana
bnaye.. Main har roj extra paise lga kr Bahar khana kha rha Hu.. Kripya ise jldi
dekhe 

2018-11-04 04:42:50

1. Dear Student, Kindly visit the Dean, Student Welfare cum Chief Warden in Office
no. 110, Old Engineering Block, so that we may understand your concern and then
resolve it. 
2019-11-04 06:00:02 

1617077 - AKASH
YADAV

#156 Attendance

I want to check my day to day attendance on this portal , please update my
attendance , thanks 

2019-11-02 04:47:50

1. Dear Student, the attendance portal is separate. You can check your attendance on
the portal: https://sms.mmumullana.org/ using the user name and login provided to
you. 
2019-12-16 05:02:42 

1616370 -
YOGESH

#159 Attendance problem

dear sir I have attendance problems , our department are not responding in my
complain , since now three time I request them . 

2019-11-02 18:46:05

1. Dear Student, we have forwarded your query to your concerned HOD and are
awaiting their response. Kindly meet your HoD, Dr. Tarun Gulati, personally too. 
2019-11-13 10:50:32 

11163107 -
HAMIDI AHMAD
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#160 Forward Last date to
submit Hostel fee

Dear Sir/Ma'am Recently we had paid our institution's (Engg.) fee in the end of
October, just after 2-3 days we got new notice on 02-11-2019 to pay hostel fee &
the last date is 07-11-2019. It is quite tough to arrange the fee in this few period
of time , it would be very helpful if you forward last date of fee submission.
Thanking you. 

2019-11-03 19:50:11

11175501 -
ABHAY

#161 Balance
I want to know the remaining balance of my fee of 5th and 6th sem 

2019-11-04 02:08:06

1. RS. 919/- PENDING FOR THE SESSION 2019-20. 
2019-11-04 03:56:26 

1417083 -
VIBHOR

#162 Wifi speed

I stay in hostel 11 b The wifi range in my room is too slow Kindly do something
on this.. 

2019-04-01 14:32:23

1. Dear Student, we have informed the IT Department to ensure best network facility, 
2019-11-22 10:07:37 1318063 - RAHUL

#163 Status of fees
Please tell me that my fees is submitted full or not 

2019-11-04 07:04:55

1. NO DUES PENDING FOR COLLEGE FEE 
2019-11-07 03:34:52 

1417056 -
KRISHAN

#164 werty
xcvhjk 

2019-11-04 05:55:05

1318040 -
LAKSHYA

#166 Request for changing
section

I am Sanjay and i am from AndhraPradesh. I can not understand hindi properly.
Now, i am in BCA 1st section B. Most of the students in section B are from Bihar.
They dont communicate in english. So i want to change my section from Section
B to Section A. 

2019-11-04 08:59:59

1. Dear Sanjay, Your section has been changed from B to A. From 08.11.2019
onwards, you can attend the classes with Section A. 
2019-11-07 10:14:29 

1319116 - BALA
SANJAY

#168 Distance from hostel to
common mess

I am requesting you to please provide tea and milk in our hostel at evening.
Because our hostel is far from the common mess we are unable to come again
after the class. Our last lecture timing is 3:40. 

2019-11-07 09:12:06

1. Dear Student, we are sorry to inform you that your request made above is not
feasible considering that we have a common mess facility for all the hostels. 
2019-11-13 10:13:55 

1317086 - CHINU

#169 edit profile to this
address(192.168.6.252)

Dear Team I want to make changes to this address(192.168.6.252) .l would like
you edit my profile by making some adjustments admission date 12/06/2018
mother's name Faustina Fungai Muchuva blood group b+ nationality Zimbabwean
email id ruvimbomuch@gmail.com Thanks. 

2019-11-08 05:07:38

1. Dear Student, we are not able to understand your query. You are requested to kindly
visit ERP cell in Room 146, Old Engineering Block and explain your concern, so
that we may resolve it. 
2019-12-13 04:04:35 

1318054 -
MEDLINE
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#170 Request for Relaxation in
atttandance upto 5%

On behalf of the students of BCA 5th semester, i request you to give us relaxation
in attendance upto 5% as this is our last year and no special examination are
conducted which would eventually cost us an year which would be a major
Barrier to the success in our lives. I would be highly obliged of my request would
be granted. 

2019-11-08 08:41:41

1. Dear Student, it is mandatory for all students to maintain the requisite attendance as
per standard University norms. 
2019-11-13 10:46:35 

1317074 - SARYU

#171 electrical bile
Electrical bile reached around 1300 hundred ... 

2019-11-08 12:13:28

1. Rajlal, You have to talked with your Hostel warden/chief warden. 
2019-12-19 07:19:51 

2. Dear Rajlal, please consult your warden, he shall get your bills cross-verified. 
2020-01-01 10:13:50 

1417099 -
RAJLAL

#172 Anatomy
Not able to understand the terminologies.... 

2019-11-09 06:17:22

1. Dear Simran, Your Problem will be discussed with the concerned teacher and
Principal. 
2019-11-13 03:49:38 

2. Dear Simran, Your Problem related to the Subject is Discussed with the Concerned
Teacher (Dr. Amarveer) along with the Class coordinator and it was assured by her
that your problem will be taken care. 
2019-11-25 04:10:24 

1919084 -
SIMRAN

#173 Anatomy
Not able to understand the terminologies 

2019-11-09 06:17:44

1. Dear Rahul, Your Problem will be discussed with the concerned teacher and
Principal. 
2019-11-13 03:51:53 

2. Dear Rahul, Your Problem related to the Subject is Discussed with the Concerned
Teacher (Dr. Amarveer) along with the Class coordinator and it was assured by her
that your problem will be taken care. 
2019-11-25 04:09:26 

1919064 - RAHUL
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#174 Anatomy and physiology
department

Slides are not provide to us by within the lectures 

2019-11-09 06:17:55

1. Dear Rahul, Your Problem will be discussed with the concerned teacher and
Principal. 
2019-11-25 03:37:54 

2. Dear Samarpreet, Your Problem will be discussed with the concerned teacher and
Principal. 
2019-11-25 03:38:37 

3. Dear Samarpreet, Your Problem related to the Subject is Discussed with the
Concerned Teacher (Dr. Amarveer) along with the Class coordinator and it was
assured by her that your problem will be taken care. 
2019-11-25 04:08:31 

1919074 -
SAMARPREET

#175 Problem regarding mess

Problem is regarding mess facility . Most of the time the glasses are not available
for milk etc and the service is slow because most of the students gather in mess at
the same time so due to this we get late for lectures . Due to this most of the time
we come without breakfast 

2019-11-09 06:22:16

1. Dear Palak, Please Mention Hostel No. 
2019-11-13 04:10:02 

2. Dear Student, the mess supervisor as well as the mess contractor has been consulted
and counseled them to ensure hygiene, as well as the quality of food, is maintained
appreciable. 
2019-11-22 10:10:03 

1919053 - PALAK

#176 Hostel room no. 163

Sir I have been allotted a room in seniors block i.e. block b And it has been a long
time i am not able to adjust And room is not well maintained . 

2019-11-09 06:30:23

1. Dear Student, kindly approach your warden. We have asked him to redress your
issue in the best possible manner on priority. 
2019-11-13 10:40:24 

1919001 -
SHUBHAM

#177 12 Hostel problem
Rooms are not clean. Wi fi problem 

2019-11-09 06:29:01

1. Dear Om, Please mention Hostel No. along with the room no. 
2019-11-13 04:12:12 

2. Dear Student, Maintenance Supervisor has been instructed to provide the necessary
facilitation in regards to the cleaning of the hostel rooms. About the wi-fi signal
strength, we have informed the IT Department to ensure best network facility, 
2019-11-22 10:06:59 

1919052 - OM

#178 12 Hostel problem
Rooms are not clean. Wi fi problem 

2019-11-09 06:29:01

1. Dear Om, Please mention Hostel No. along with the room no. 
2019-11-13 04:14:50 

2. Dear Student, Maintenance Supervisor has been instructed to provide the necessary
facilitation in regards to the cleaning of the hostel rooms. About the wi-fi signal
strength, we have informed the IT Department to ensure best network facility, 
2019-11-22 10:06:38 

1919052 - OM
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#179 Adjustment in meal time

Being the only student from hostel 1 I am having problems during lunch to reach
to my hostel and come back. I would like to put a request to allow me to let me
eat in the combined mess during lunch. Thank you. 

2019-11-09 06:36:35

1. Dear Student, we cannot consider your query now, however in case of any
possibility in the near future, we shall let you know. 
2019-11-13 10:36:36 

1919050 - NEHA

#180 Common mess
The common mess is very crowded during dinner time. 

2019-11-09 06:38:40

1. Dear Student, the central mess opens up at 7:00 PM, kindly visit the mess in the
early hours as the mess gets crowded in the late hours of the dinner. 
2019-11-13 10:16:39 

1919011 -
ANJANA

#181 Problem in Hostel and
Lecture

Foods are not good. Lecture Regarding class control was not maintained in
Nutrition, biochemistry,dept.class of anatomy & physiology.. hostel Regards-
Rooms are not Clean & bathroom... Hostel -12 

2019-11-09 06:23:15

1. Dear Nayan, Issues related to Hostel is forwarded for resolution to the concerned
warden. Please Describe your issues related to class control. 
2019-11-13 03:45:44 

2. Dear Student, for maintaining hygiene and quality of food, there is a regular check
through our team. For issues regarding a lecture, please consult your respective
mentor. For issues in regards to the cleanliness of your room, please mention your
room number, so that we may address your issue. 
2019-11-13 10:33:45 

1919049 - NAYAN

#182 Need a chair in my room.

Sir, I want to request you that . More than 10 times i requested warden sir to
provide a chair in my room. I need a chair to study. I can't study on bed more than
1 or 2 hours. they didn't respond so i'm requesting you. please order anyone to
provide a chair in my hostel Room No. 308. Thank you. 

2019-11-03 02:08:56

1. Dear Student, the same shall be facilitated to you within two days. Kindly approach
your warden on 15th November 2019. 
2019-11-13 10:11:04 

1319074 - GOLU
UPADHAYAY

#183 Want to know amount of
pending fees

Hey. My Name is Shubham and My Roll No. is 1318715 I want to know the
Amount of pending fees for MCA-3rd Sem. 

2019-11-14 07:39:37

1. there is no pending dues for your academic fee 
2020-01-30 03:31:09 

1318715 -
SHUBHAM

#184 Exams discipline in hostel

As you know the exams are going on for 2/3/4th year MBBS please maintain
discipline in the hostel.. A lot of shouting and loud dj is playing on in hostel every
day and night.. Please curb this nonsense in the hostel and maintain discipline till
25 Dec 2019.. Its a serious complaint and take it on priority.. Pleasssee 

2018-11-04 04:42:50

1. Dear Student, we have taken note of your complaint and directed the hostel warden
to ensure discipline in the campus. In case the problem still persists, please visit
Dean, Student Welfare. 
2019-11-28 10:13:51 

1617077 - AKASH
YADAV

#185 Issue of Universumm
certificate

Till now i didn't get my off Campuss publicty certificate of Universumm 2019.
Please issue me as soon as possible. 

2019-11-15 08:06:55

1. Dear Student, you have been issued the certificate last week. For your kind
information. 
2019-12-03 05:40:01 

11187906 - MINKI
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#186 Reconstruction of labs

We are facing difficulties with our labs, as most of the taps have leakage problems
and some of the apparatus are also not working and not cleaned which result in
improper results of experiments. 

2019-11-15 10:02:03

1. Dear Pranshu, I appreciate your forward step which would be benefit for the
college. Those taps (damaged) will be replace within two days. Regarding
apparatus (glass ware) that whole sole responsibility of the student to maintain and
clean the apparatus after using, Because when u receive the apparatus it is clean.
Regarding apparatus (not working), that is already transferred to the disposed
department and we purchased new one against that one. 
2019-12-19 07:42:33 

1418046 -
PRANSHU

#187 Complain against water
supply on bathroom

I am saroj say from room no 65... I have complained several time for the water
problem to Warden sir Every day from morng to evening there no water in basin
tap and toilet flush So it's request to slove this problem as soon as possible 

2019-11-16 07:54:49

1. Dear Student, your matter was resolved on a priority basis. We hope you are not
facing any uncomfort now. In case you are facing any further problem, please visit
the Office of the Dean, Student Welfare in Old Engineering Block. 
2019-12-13 04:35:50 

14178029 -
SAROJ SHAH

#188 Regarding certificate
I haven't got my certificates for being coordinator of culture and sports 

2019-11-19 13:33:24

1. Dear Student, Kindly specify in which committee were you a coordinator and
whom did you report to and place your query again. With the details you have
placed above it is difficult to under which committee were you a member of? 
2019-11-22 10:04:14 

1718004 -
HARDIK ARORA

#189 Regarding certificate
I haven't got my certificates for being coordinator for cultural and sports events 

2019-11-19 14:15:50

1. Dear Student, Kindly specify in which committee were you a coordinator and
whom did you report to and place your query again. With the details you have
placed above it is difficult to under which committee were you a member of? 
2019-11-22 10:04:37 

1714079 -
KARTIKAYE

#190 Bus timings

there should be two bus timings from university to destination ( i.e. 4 pm and 4.50
pm.) of all the buses , especially for long route e.g. karnal , pehwa etc.. 

2019-11-19 10:30:33

1. Dear Student, the request you have made comes under the policy matter of the
University. We are forwarding your request to higher authorities for kind
consideration. 
2019-12-03 05:38:48 

1418014 -
DEEPAK

#191 Alcohol consumption in
bus

kuch bache alcohol pee k bus m aate h or puree raste gali galoch krk jate h .....or
bus k camera ko todte h ........this feels insecurity in all the students and staff in
bus.. 

2019-11-19 10:30:33

1. Dear Student, please visit the Office of the Dean Student Welfare as soon as
possible or place another complaint stating the Bus Number under question. 
2019-11-22 10:35:48 

1418014 -
DEEPAK
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#192 Wifi problem
In front of room no. 20 there is problem of wifi connectivity. 

2019-11-20 15:15:38

1. Dear Student, your query was taken into consideration and we have cross-verified,
the internet is working smoothly in all our Hostels. In case your problem still
persists, please visit the Office of the Dean, Student Welfare. 
2019-12-16 05:00:46 

1419053 -
PHILIPS

#193 Wifi Problem
In front of room no 20 there is problem of connecting wifi 

2019-11-20 15:15:04

1. Dear Student, your query was taken into consideration and we have cross-verified,
the internet is working smoothly in Hostel 12. In case your problem still persists,
please visit the Office of the Dean, Student Welfare. 
2019-12-16 04:59:36 

1419060 -
PUNEET

#194 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2018-11-04 04:42:50

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:45:22 

1617077 - AKASH
YADAV

#195 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:45:42

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:45:15 

1617016 -
RAGHAV
JINDAL

#196 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:49:08

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:45:08 

1617119 - AYUSH
GARG

#197 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:51:05

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:44:39 

1617122 -
TRIPATJOT
SINGH
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#198 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:55:51

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:44:31 

1616068 -
SHEKHAR

#199 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:55:51

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 10:02:04 

1616068 -
SHEKHAR

#200 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:55:51

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 10:01:45 

1616068 -
SHEKHAR

#201 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:59:28

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:44:22 

1616070 -
SHIVAM MITTAL

#202 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:59:28

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:58:04 

1616070 -
SHIVAM MITTAL
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#203 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:51:05

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:57:56 

1617122 -
TRIPATJOT
SINGH

#204 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:49:08

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:57:50 

1617119 - AYUSH
GARG

#205 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:45:42

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:57:43 

1617016 -
RAGHAV
JINDAL

#206 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 12:55:51

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:57:35 

1616068 -
SHEKHAR

#207 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:06:50

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:44:14 

1616079 -
LAKSHAY
SHARMA
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#208 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:06:50

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:56:10 

1616079 -
LAKSHAY
SHARMA

#209 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:08:18

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:44:08 

1616080 -
BHAGWAT
TEWARI

#210 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:08:18

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:56:54 

1616080 -
BHAGWAT
TEWARI

#211 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:09:48

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:44:01 

1616018 -
SHUBHAM
SHARMA

#212 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:09:48

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:56:46 

1616018 -
SHUBHAM
SHARMA
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#213 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:11:28

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:43:51 

1616030 -
UPLAKSHYA

#214 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:11:28

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:56:39 

1616030 -
UPLAKSHYA

#215 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:13:25

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:43:44 

1616041 - RASIK
YADAV

#216 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:13:25

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:56:32 

1616041 - RASIK
YADAV

#217 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:14:32

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:43:37 

1617132 -
PRADYUMN
AGGARWAL
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#218 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:14:32

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:56:25 

1617132 -
PRADYUMN
AGGARWAL

#219 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2018-08-27 02:47:33

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:43:30 

1615025 - AKHIL
BHARDWAJ

#220 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2018-08-27 02:47:33

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:55:28 

1615025 - AKHIL
BHARDWAJ

#221 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:17:04

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:42:46 

1615030 -
DHRUV AIRON

#222 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:17:04

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:55:20 

1615030 -
DHRUV AIRON
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#223 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:18:40

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:42:38 

1615050 -
KARANVEER
BRAR

#224 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:18:40

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:55:12 

1615050 -
KARANVEER
BRAR

#225 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:20:20

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:42:28 

1615057 -
SHUBHAM
VERMA

#226 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:20:20

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:55:05 

1615057 -
SHUBHAM
VERMA

#227 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:21:48

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:42:21 

1615001 -
SHUBHAM
SHARMA
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#228 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:21:48

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:54:58 

1615001 -
SHUBHAM
SHARMA

#229 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:22:58

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:42:13 

1616001 -
PRAVEEN SINGH

#230 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:22:58

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:54:51 

1616001 -
PRAVEEN SINGH

#231 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:25:27

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:42:06 

1617005 -
ANGAD GILL

#232 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:25:27

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:54:44 

1617005 -
ANGAD GILL
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#233 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:26:37

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:41:59 

1617010 - SEGU
CHITTI SRI RAM

#234 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:26:37

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:54:37 

1617010 - SEGU
CHITTI SRI RAM

#235 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:27:46

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:41:51 

1617049 - AKASH
PANIGRAHI

#236 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:27:46

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:54:32 

1617049 - AKASH
PANIGRAHI

#237 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:28:51

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:41:44 

1617149 -
TANMAY
KAUSHISH
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#238 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:28:51

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:54:25 

1617149 -
TANMAY
KAUSHISH

#239 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:29:58

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:41:36 

1617150 -
SIDHANT
KUMAR

#240 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:29:58

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:53:57 

1617150 -
SIDHANT
KUMAR

#241 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:35:37

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:40:16 

1617148 -
AMARBIR
BAINS

#242 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:35:37

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:53:48 

1617148 -
AMARBIR
BAINS
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#243 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:36:43

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:39:53 

1617147 - AYUSH
GUPTA

#244 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:36:43

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:53:40 

1617147 - AYUSH
GUPTA

#245 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:39:13

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:39:44 

1617141 -
ANUBHAV
SINGH

#246 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:39:13

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:53:33 

1617141 -
ANUBHAV
SINGH

#247 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:40:30

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:39:37 

1617136 - SHIV
KUMAR
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#248 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:40:30

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:53:25 

1617136 - SHIV
KUMAR

#249 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:41:52

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:39:29 

1617137 -
ANKUSH

#250 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:41:52

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:39:22 

1617137 -
ANKUSH

#251 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:41:52

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:53:19 

1617137 -
ANKUSH

#252 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:43:28

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:39:14 

1617125 -
ANUPAM
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#253 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:43:28

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:53:11 

1617125 -
ANUPAM

#254 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:52:42

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:39:07 

1618004 -
SHUBHAM
SHUKLA

#255 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. 

2019-11-21 13:52:42

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:53:04 

1618004 -
SHUBHAM
SHUKLA

#256 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:53:54

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:38:58 

1618003 - SAHIL
AGGARWAL

#257 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:53:54

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:52:57 

1618003 - SAHIL
AGGARWAL
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#258 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:55:38

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:38:43 

1618001 -
HRITHIK
KAUSHAL

#259 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:55:38

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:52:47 

1618001 -
HRITHIK
KAUSHAL

#260 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:56:42

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:38:09 

1617006 -
PRIYANKA
BASSI

#261 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:56:42

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:52:07 

1617006 -
PRIYANKA
BASSI

#262 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:57:46

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:38:00 

1617007 - ROHIT
GUPTA
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#263 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:57:46

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:52:00 

1617007 - ROHIT
GUPTA

#264 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:58:57

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:37:52 

1618012 - RISHI
MALHOTRA

#265 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 13:58:57

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:51:52 

1618012 - RISHI
MALHOTRA

#266 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:00:01

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:37:41 

1618018 -
SHIVAM
BHAGAT

#267 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:00:01

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:51:44 

1618018 -
SHIVAM
BHAGAT
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#268 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:01:06

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:37:25 

1618019 -
PRANAV
RAIZADA

#269 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:01:06

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:51:36 

1618019 -
PRANAV
RAIZADA

#270 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:02:13

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:37:17 

1618027 -
HARISH YADAV

#271 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:02:13

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:51:29 

1618027 -
HARISH YADAV

#272 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:03:14

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:37:08 

1618030 -
SNEHIL
PRIYADARSHINI
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#273 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:03:14

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:51:21 

1618030 -
SNEHIL
PRIYADARSHINI

#274 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:04:24

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:37:00 

1618031 - HRITIK
YADAV

#275 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:04:24

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:51:13 

1618031 - HRITIK
YADAV

#276 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:05:36

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:36:51 

1618040 -
VAIBHAV
SHARMA

#277 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:05:36

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:51:06 

1618040 -
VAIBHAV
SHARMA
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#278 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:06:43

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:36:42 

1618049 -
DARRYL EDWIN

#279 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:06:43

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:50:56 

1618049 -
DARRYL EDWIN

#280 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:07:54

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:36:02 

1618052 - VAIDIK
RICHHARIYA

#281 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:07:54

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:49:49 

1618052 - VAIDIK
RICHHARIYA

#282 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:09:13

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:35:50 

1618054 - PRATIK
DEY
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#283 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:09:13

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:49:42 

1618054 - PRATIK
DEY

#284 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:10:25

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:35:41 

1618066 -
VISHAL RAJ

#285 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:10:25

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:49:34 

1618066 -
VISHAL RAJ

#286 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:11:27

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:35:29 

1618084 -
PRIYADARSHAN
VERMA

#287 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:11:27

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:49:27 

1618084 -
PRIYADARSHAN
VERMA
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#288 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:12:41

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:35:19 

1618094 -
KAMAL TYAGI

#289 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:12:41

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:49:19 

1618094 -
KAMAL TYAGI

#290 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:14:43

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:35:06 

1618102 -
RAJNISH JHA

#291 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:14:43

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:49:09 

1618102 -
RAJNISH JHA

#292 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:15:47

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:34:59 

1618112 - ANADI
SHARMA
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#293 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:15:47

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:48:58 

1618112 - ANADI
SHARMA

#294 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:16:54

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:34:50 

1618122 - RAM
MEHRA

#295 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:16:54

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:48:50 

1618122 - RAM
MEHRA

#296 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:17:53

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:34:42 

1618126 -
RISHAV RAJ

#297 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:17:53

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:48:41 

1618126 -
RISHAV RAJ
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#298 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:18:56

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:34:34 

1618137 - KUNAL
BANSAL

#299 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:18:56

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:48:34 

1618137 - KUNAL
BANSAL

#300 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:20:18

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:33:47 

1618147 - RAHUL
BARALA

#301 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:20:18

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:47:22 

1618147 - RAHUL
BARALA

#302 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:21:28

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:48:26 

1618148 -
VAIBHAV GARG
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#303 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:21:28

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:33:37 

1618148 -
VAIBHAV GARG

#304 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:22:32

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:33:21 

1618150 -
KARANVIR
SAINI

#305 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:22:32

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:47:14 

1618150 -
KARANVIR
SAINI

#306 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:25:03

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:33:11 

1613184 -
BHARTI

#307 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:25:03

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:47:03 

1613184 -
BHARTI
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Req.
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#308 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:26:37

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:32:56 

1617033 -
SANDEEP
YADAV

#309 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:26:37

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:46:56 

1617033 -
SANDEEP
YADAV

#310 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:27:37

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:32:43 

1617034 - ANKIT
KUMAR

#311 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:27:37

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:46:49 

1617034 - ANKIT
KUMAR

#312 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:28:35

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:32:30 

1617035 - JAGAT
KEENA
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#313 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:28:35

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:46:41 

1617035 - JAGAT
KEENA

#314 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:29:30

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:32:20 

1617032 -
ABHINAV
RAMAN

#315 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:29:30

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:46:32 

1617032 -
ABHINAV
RAMAN

#316 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:30:36

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:32:09 

1617046 -
SHAURYA
PRABHAKAR

#317 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:30:36

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:46:25 

1617046 -
SHAURYA
PRABHAKAR
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#318 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:31:44

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:31:24 

1617044 -
ADITYA SONI

#319 Regarding common mess in
hostel 5

As u know the hostel 5 mess has been shifted to central mess. The lot of students
are facing problems.. More than 70% students are not able to visit mess.. They
don't go to the mess and are eating outside food on daily extra expenses.. Also we
have to waste 30-50mins time in going there and coming back.. Most of the
students don't want common mess.. We want you to restore the previous mess in
our own hostel 5..please see if it is possible its a request. Otherwise we have to
call our parents.. 

2019-11-21 14:31:44

1. Dear Student, We have created the central mess facility with a long term vision of
establishing a Student Centre with all facilities for the students at a place. The
central mess is just the first initiative in this regard. This is for providing our
students with quality hygienic food and service. We solicit your cooperation in
making this transition a smooth one. 
2019-11-22 09:46:16 

1617044 -
ADITYA SONI

#320 Exams discipline in the
hostel

Hostel 5 - As you know the exams are going on for 2/3/4th year MBBS please
maintain discipline in the hostel.. A lot of shouting and loud dj is playing on in
hostel every day and night.. Please curb this nonsense in the hostel and maintain
discipline till 25 Dec 2019.. Its a serious complaint and take it on priority..
Pleasssee.. Please make strict orders to the Warden.. I have sent this complaint to
the Warden also but he hasn't responded to this.. 

2018-11-04 04:42:50

1. Dear Student, we have taken note of your complaint and directed the hostel warden
to ensure discipline in the campus. In case the problem still persists, please visit
Dean, Student Welfare. 
2019-11-28 10:12:54 

1617077 - AKASH
YADAV

#321 Exam discipline in the
hostel

Hostel 5 - As you know the exams are going on for 2/3/4th year MBBS please
maintain discipline in the hostel.. A lot of shouting and loud dj is playing on in
hostel every day and night.. Please curb this nonsense in the hostel and maintain
discipline till 25 Dec 2019.. Its a serious complaint and take it on priority..
Pleasssee.. 

2018-11-04 04:42:50

1. Dear Student, we have taken note of your complaint and directed the hostel warden
to ensure discipline in the campus. In case the problem still persists, please visit
Dean, Student Welfare. 
2019-11-28 10:13:21 

1617077 - AKASH
YADAV

#322 Wifi not working properly
Wifi doesn't work at all. 

2019-11-28 05:38:01

1. Dear Student, your query was taken into consideration and we have cross-verified,
the internet is working smoothly in all the Hostels. In case your problem still
persists, please visit the Office of the Dean, Student Welfare. 
2019-12-16 05:00:12 

1819114 - ANISH

#323 Coffee/tea vending
machines in hostel..

Could you please arrange the coffee/tea vending machines in the hostel. As the
students barely need it during night time for studying.. We are not allowed to go
after 10pm..please see if it can be possible 

2019-11-28 13:34:33

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities and we believe to resolve the matter in due course of time. 
2019-12-13 04:07:56 

1617086 - ANKIT
MITTAL
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#324 Coffee /tea vending
machines in the hostel 5

Could you please arrange the coffee/tea vending machines in the hostel. As the
students barely need it during night time for studying.. We are not allowed to go
after 10pm..please see if it can be possible 

2019-11-28 13:34:33

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities and we believe to resolve the matter in due course of time. 
2019-12-13 04:08:47 

1617086 - ANKIT
MITTAL

#325 Coffee /tea vending
machines in the hostel 5

Could you please arrange the coffee/tea vending machines in the hostel. As the
students barely need it during night time for studying.. We are not allowed to go
after 10pm..please see if it can be possible 

2019-11-21 12:45:42

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities and we believe to resolve the matter in due course of time. 
2019-12-13 04:07:49 

1617016 -
RAGHAV
JINDAL

#326 Coffee /tea vending
machines in the hostel 5

Could you please arrange the coffee/tea vending machines in the hostel. As the
students barely need it during night time for studying.. We are not allowed to go
after 10pm..please see if it can be possible 

2019-11-21 12:45:42

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities and we believe to resolve the matter in due course of time. 
2019-12-13 04:08:41 

1617016 -
RAGHAV
JINDAL

#327 Coffee /tea vending
machines in the hostel 5

Could you please arrange the coffee/tea vending machines in the hostel. As the
students barely need it during night time for studying.. We are not allowed to go
after 10pm..please see if it can be possible 

2019-11-21 12:49:08

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities and we believe to resolve the matter in due course of time. 
2019-12-13 04:07:42 

1617119 - AYUSH
GARG

#328 Coffee /tea vending
machines in the hostel 5

Could you please arrange the coffee/tea vending machines in the hostel. As the
students barely need it during night time for studying.. We are not allowed to go
after 10pm..please see if it can be possible 

2019-11-21 12:49:08

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities and we believe to resolve the matter in due course of time. 
2019-12-13 04:08:35 

1617119 - AYUSH
GARG

#329 Coffee /tea vending
machines in the hostel 5

Could you please arrange the coffee/tea vending machines in the hostel. As the
students barely need it during night time for studying.. We are not allowed to go
after 10pm..please see if it can be possible 

2019-11-21 12:55:51

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities and we believe to resolve the matter in due course of time. 
2019-12-13 04:07:09 

1616068 -
SHEKHAR

#330 Coffee /tea vending
machines in the hostel 5

Could you please arrange the coffee/tea vending machines in the hostel. As the
students barely need it during night time for studying.. We are not allowed to go
after 10pm..please see if it can be possible 

2019-11-21 12:55:51

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities and we believe to resolve the matter in due course of time. 
2019-12-13 04:08:28 

1616068 -
SHEKHAR

#331 Regarding classroom
Window glass of our classroom(lecture hall-3) is broken 

2019-11-29 07:01:47

1. I talked to concern person (Mr Pawan) regarding repair a glass in class room 3, i
will assure you within a day it will repaired positively. Thanks 
2019-12-18 06:30:44 

1419054 -
PRABHJOT
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#332 Issue with agent:reg

Dear sir, I am M.B.D.Sanjay , studying BCA 1st semester in your university. One
of your agent, Soma Shekhar, has taken 20000RS from me, as hostel fee, before
my admission. I came to know when I went to warden to sign my No Dues
Certificate, that he didn't pay the money. My exams are going to start from 7th
December. Without NDC I can't get my admit card for the exam. Except that
20000 my fee is clear. Please help to get out of this. Thank you 

2019-11-04 08:59:59

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities. 
2019-12-13 04:32:23 

1319116 - BALA
SANJAY

#333 Issue with agent:reg

Dear sir, I am M.B.D.Sanjay , studying BCA 1st semester in your university. One
of your agent, Soma Shekhar, has taken 20000RS from me, as hostel fee, before
my admission. I came to know when I went to warden to sign my No Dues
Certificate, that he didn't pay the money. My exams are going to start from 7th
December. Without NDC I can't get my admit card for the exam. Except that
20000 my fee is clear. Please help to get out of this. Thank you 

2019-11-04 08:59:59

1. Dear Student, we have brought your concern to the knowledge of competent
authorities. 
2019-12-13 04:32:06 

1319116 - BALA
SANJAY

#334 Central mess

Hygiene problem Plates are so dirty Rice is not cooked properly Food some times
is not good in quality 

2019-12-18 09:59:45

1. Dear Student, we have counselled the contractor of the mess to ensure hygiene in
the mess and ensure proper cleaning of utensils. We hope that things are improving
now. 
2020-01-01 10:15:22 

1919028 -
MANJUSHREE

#335 Non availability of seat

There is no seat in the bus no.2357which goes at 4:00 p.m even sometimes there
is no seat for standing in the bus this bus is specifically for medical students but
non medical students are there in bus and they don't give any seat to us so plzz
sovle our problem 

2019-12-18 10:08:28

1. Dear Vansika, Your problem related to the availability of Seat in Bus is forwarded
to the Transport Services. 
2020-01-14 04:28:50 

2. The matter was taken up seriously and resolved. In case the problem persists in the
near future, do let us know. 
2020-05-05 08:08:15 

1919099 -
VANSHIKA

#336 Electricity bill

Electricity bill should be included in our fees as we are already giving so much
expenses. I have seen only in this college otherwise there is not any rule like this
in other colleges 

2020-01-11 07:36:59

1. Dear Student, we provide free electricity for prescribed / optimum units of
electricity. The electricity bill for which you are asked to pay is beyond that limit. 
2020-01-14 10:18:00 

1919701 - ALKA

#337 Electricity bill

Electricity bill should be included in our fees as we are already giving so much
expenses. I have seen only in this college otherwise there is not any rule like this
in other colleges 

2020-01-11 07:36:59

1. Dear Student, we provide free electricity for prescribed / optimum units of
electricity. The electricity bill for which you are asked to pay is beyond that limit. 
2020-01-14 10:17:40 

1919701 - ALKA
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#338 Mess food

The mess food is of the lowest standard nowadays. The quality of the food is
disgusting and the service by the mess staff is very poor. The plates are not clean
and the drinking water isn't good. When entering the mess, there is a very bad
smell by the entrance. 

2020-01-28 08:11:51

1. The mess contractors, the mess supervisor, and the mess staff were counseled and
asked to ensure proper hygiene in the serving area, dining area, and water. The
maintenance team was also directed to ensure proper cleaning of the drainage
system. All staff of the mess was directed to ensure proper behavior with students. 
2020-05-05 08:12:10 

180003 - JATIN

#339 Hostel mess food is very
bad

The food of the mess of this college is getting worse day by day. Please make the
quality of food in mess consumable by a human. 

2020-01-28 08:23:10

1. The mess contractors, the mess supervisor, and the mess staff were counseled and
asked to ensure proper hygiene in the serving area, dining area, and water. The chef
was also directed to ensure cooking quality food. 
2020-05-05 08:12:55 

180007 -
AAKASH

#340 Unhygienic and Unhealthy
mess food

The mess food is getting degraded with every passing day, the food is oily and the
plates are not cleaned properly by the mess staff. There is absolutely no line at all,
anyone just gets in and the staff behaves rudely. Sometimes we don't even get
rotis and dishes on time. The drinking water is also soapy and unhygienic. 

2018-10-01 07:42:18

1. The mess contractors, the mess supervisor, and the mess staff were counseled and
asked to ensure proper hygiene in the serving area, dining area, and water. The
maintenance team was also directed to ensure proper cleaning of the drainage
system. All staff of the mess was directed to ensure proper behavior with students. 
2020-05-05 08:11:53 

180014 - AMAN

#341 Mess complaint

The mess food is getting degraded with every passing day, the food is oily and the
plates are not cleaned properly by the mess staff. There is absolutely no line at all,
anyone just gets in and the staff behaves rudely. Sometimes we don't even get
rotis and dishes on time. The drinking water is also soapy and unhygienic. 

2020-01-28 08:29:55

1. The mess contractors, the mess supervisor, and the mess staff were counseled and
asked to ensure proper hygiene in the serving area, dining area, and water. The
maintenance team was also directed to ensure proper cleaning of the drainage
system. All staff of the mess was directed to ensure proper behavior with students. 
2020-05-05 08:11:40 

180009 -
DAYANIDHEE

#342 Mess food

The quality of the food is getting worse minute by minute. The staff is very rude.
My stomach gets upset everytime I eat the food. The quality of the drinking water
is very bad. There is also the case of a very bad smell coming from the entrance
of the mess. The plates are not clean. 

2020-01-29 17:58:26

1. The mess contractors, the mess supervisor, and the mess staff were counseled and
asked to ensure proper hygiene in the serving area, dining area, and water. The
maintenance team was also directed to ensure proper cleaning of the drainage
system. All staff of the mess was directed to ensure proper behavior with students. 
2020-05-05 08:11:31 

1718008 - VARUN
RANA

#343 About Labs

I am in 1st year Pharm D. There is lack of apparatus in the labs and which are
available those are in bad conditions. So can you please help me. Especially in
Pharmaceutics Lab 

2020-01-25 20:53:16

1. The glass equipment for which the student asked, it is available in the store and i
instructed to the Technician make it available immediately for the students. 
2020-02-19 06:06:56 

1419814 - HARSH
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#344 Infrastructure of class is not
well

Window hooks are missing Switch boards are broked wire hanging out Chairs and
benches are uncomfortable 

2020-01-30 07:46:30

1. The repair work was completed in priority. This case was reported before by our
staff and corrective measures were taken. 
2020-07-14 05:31:21 

1417007 - AMAN

#345 Infrastructure of class is not
well

Window hooks are missing Switch boards are broked wire hanging out Chairs and
benches are uncomfortable 

2020-01-30 07:46:30

1. The repair work was completed in priority. This case was reported before by our
staff and corrective measures were taken. 
2020-07-14 05:31:11 

1417007 - AMAN

#346 replacement of switch
board

switchboard of lt-4(Room no. 112) First floor, Pharmacy Block-I is damaged.
Kindly do the needful. 

2020-02-05 06:44:07

1. Last week, It is done 
2020-02-19 06:10:45 

1418002 -
ABHISHEK

#347 ATTENDANCE ISSUE
mismatch in attendance in app and website which one is correct 

2019-12-17 05:57:35

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge. (Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-18 07:20:27 

1317053 -
TUSHAR
GIRDHAR

#348 Attendance Issue

We are having issues in attendance portal, it is showing us absent in some lectures
in which we were present even showing us absent in on working day we were
present. And our aggregate attendance in very wrong 

2020-02-06 09:26:29

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge.(Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-18 07:20:58 

1317060 -
MANISH

#349 Attendance

I am having issues in attendance portal showing incorrect attendance and absent
in lectures I was present. 

2020-02-12 03:40:36

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge. (Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-18 07:21:48 

1317045 -
PARTEEK

#350 Attendance issues

I am having attendance issues in the portal, it is showing me absent in some of the
lectures i was present. 

2020-02-12 03:43:13

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge (Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-18 07:26:27 

1317051 -
SHIWANI

#351 Attendance

I have issue about attendence that my attendance is not correct as per I have
attended the leactures 

2020-02-12 03:51:38

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge. (Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-18 07:25:56 

1317033 -
AANCHAL
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#352 Attendence

I have complaint about attendence that mmu attendence portal is not showing
correct attemdence and even monthly attendence sheet is not correct as per i
attemded the leactures 

2020-02-12 03:54:23

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge.(Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-18 07:19:57 

1317056 - Palak
Rani

#353 Attendance issue

Last week attendance of 05-02-20202 is showing holiday but there was no
holiday on that day. 

2020-02-12 04:30:16

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge.(Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-18 07:19:30 

2. issue has been resolved you can check your attendance. 
2020-04-12 09:42:30 

1318078 -
SARVESH

#354 Attendance Issues

I'm one of the students of B.C.A. 6th Semester and I'm facing some problems
with my Bio-metric Attendance. The Attendance on our Attendance Portal
(https://sms.mmumullana.org) is not accurate as I'm attending and punch the Bio-
Metric Attendance. The portal shows "Absent" even after punching the Bio-
Metric Attendance. Kindly resolve this problem as soon as possible. Thank You. 

2019-09-25 05:51:04

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge.(Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-18 07:18:57 

1317020 - CYRUS

#355 Attendence issues
SPM Project lab Php lab R progamming lab 

2020-02-24 06:44:46

1. Due to COVID 19 Pandemic, this query becomes irrelevant. Hence, query is closed.
2020-07-14 05:29:58 

1317043 -
BHAWANA

#356 Attendance issue
Bca-603 R programming 

2020-02-24 06:43:24

1. Due to COVID 19 Pandemic, this query becomes irrelevant. Hence, query is closed.
2020-07-14 05:29:46 

1317014 -
BHUVNEESH

#357 Attendance issue
Bca-602 R programming 

2020-02-24 06:43:24

1. The information you have provided in this query is insufficient to answer your
query. Kindly provide proper details for the resolution of your query. In case your
problem is unaddressed, kindly replace your query with details. 
2020-07-14 05:35:14 

1317014 -
BHUVNEESH

#358 Attendence issue
BCA 601 PHP BCA 603 CYBER SECURITY PHP LAB SAP-ABAP 

2020-02-24 06:43:23

1. Due to COVID 19 Pandemic, this query becomes irrelevant. Hence, query is closed.
2020-07-14 05:29:36 

1317026 -
DILPREET
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#360 Attendance portal issue

I was present in class but still my parents got a mes from your site that I was not
present in class kindly solve this issue because it's creating a lot of mess in my
life 

2020-02-26 09:26:46

1. Your concern has been noted and cross-verified. You had probably not punched
your attendance properly, else auto-sms would not have been sent. 
2020-07-14 05:33:17 

1317083 -
SIMRITHI

#361 Attendance portal issue

I was present in class my roll no is 1317071 but still my parents got a message
from your site that I was absent kindly solve this issue 

2020-02-26 09:51:12

1. The issue has been forwarded to ERP Incharge.(Ms Rubika Walia) for necessary
action in this regard. 
2020-03-07 05:04:46 

1317071 - KUNAL

#362 Food of mess

Food is uncooked Even there is lack of hygiene And previous problem was same
but it was not solved (Central mess) 

2019-12-18 09:59:45

1. The mess contractors, the mess supervisor, and the mess staff were counseled and
asked to ensure proper hygiene in the serving area, dining area, and water. The
maintenance team was also directed to ensure proper cleaning of the drainage
system. We believe things would have improved now. 
2020-05-05 08:25:15 

1919028 -
MANJUSHREE

#363
Lack of information
regarding studies during
school hault

We have not received any information regarding our school work and completion
of syllabus. There are no online classes or any assignments or any feedback from
the department as to what we should do during the lock down. I would there like
to ask that we receive information as what we should do regarding our education. 

2020-03-26 06:37:23

1. Dear Student, the current pandemic is unprecedented and so are the measures in this
regard. You are requested to keep visiting our Official Website
www.mmumullana.org. All relevant information shall be updated on our website. 
2020-07-14 05:37:13 

1818102 - PENDA
FRANCE

#365 Test after software updated
Test after software updated 

2020-02-18 04:21:47

1. Test successful. 
2020-05-05 07:35:31 11162549 - DIVYA

#366 Test after software updated
2

Test after software updated 2 

2020-02-18 04:21:47

1. Test successful! 
2020-05-05 07:36:54 11162549 - DIVYA

#367 Test after software updated
3

Test after software updated 3 

2020-02-18 04:21:47

1. Test query successful. 
2020-05-05 07:43:12 11162549 - DIVYA

#368 Test after software updated
4

Test after software updated 4 

2020-02-18 04:21:47

1. Test query successful! 
2020-05-05 07:42:19 11162549 - DIVYA
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